
ERASMUS – EFYK Project – Spain Mobility (7th to 12th november)

● First Day  : Sunday 7th November (By Paul Monceaux)

The first day was the travelling day.

We met Sunday à 7 a.m. in the train station. After that we took the train to Nantes.

It was nice because M Jacquat, our nice teacher, brought us some chocolate bears.

When we arrived in Nantes, we took a bus to the airport, we ate in the airport and took some photos. We
caught the plane and went to Sevilla with Ryanair. After the flight we went to the bus station with the
shuttle and we waited for ous bus to Zafra.

Spanish teachers were waiting for us. We took a last bus to go to our hotel. We ate and played cards.



● 2nd day : MONDAY 8th NOVEMBER (by Elise Paumard)

We took our first breakfast at 8 o'clock. Then we the bus drove us from the hotel to the school. Here we
made our presentation to the other countries and we met our penfriends.

There was a second breakfast on the school with churros. After having eaten we participated to a game by
team and we discovered the city of Burguillos del Cerro. Then we have cooked a "tortilla de patata".

We took the bus to go back to the hotel and ate a paella. During the afternoon the spanish students came
to the hotel and we played games, we listened to music and we chatted. At 21 o'clock we had dinner.



● 3rd Day : Tuesday November 9th (by Juliette Duval)

At 7 am, we went to the breakfast

We took the bus at half past seven.

We arrived in a special vultures area and we did many teams to do an orientation game. The goal was to find vultures

origin.

After this activity, we ate a sandwich with piemontese.

This afternoon we went to Trujillo by bus. There, we made a photos contest and then we discovered the city center.

● 4th Day : Wednesday November 10th. 

We left the hotel at 7:30 am and arrived at our destination around 11:00 am, then we went on a boat that
was sailing between Spain and Portugal.

We then took the bus back and have our picnic.



Then we left in the direction of a national park protected by UNESCO where we could observe a lot of rocks
etc…

And we visited the museum of the park.
Finally we left by bus and had an hour to visit the city of  Carcés architecture, shops …

Finally we returned to the hotel around 10 pm and we went to eat.

● 5th Day : Thursday November 11th.

At 7 am, we went to the breakfast

We took the bus at half past seven.



We arrived in a special voltures area and we did many teams to do an orientation game. The goal was to find vultures

origin.

After this activity, we ate a sandwich with piemontese.

This afternoon we went to Trujillo by bus. There, we made a photos contest and then we discovered the city center.

● 6th Day : Friday November 12th (By Guillaume Dupin)

we started the day with the rest of biodiverity presentation.

It was realy nice to learn about different type of Forests, highschools, and life styles in different countries



After we played a game to discover a second time the city .It was a little sporty cause of the strech Time

After we ate at the hotel and shared ours last moments with the partners

We left at 16, we took bus and we went to the hotel in Sevilla. At night we had a little walk in the city before
to come back in France ( after a short night )


